
Dream Ricch

99 Problems 

but Ricch 

ain't one

I'm not your Bitch, 

I'm a Ricch Bicch

WHAT?

Ricch in mind 

body and soul
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Investment and trading profits, returns and 
rewards must be available to all and not just the 
whales and wealthy.

Currently, investment and trading loans are only 
available for high-net-worth individuals and 
institutional investors.

Ricch is the first platform that will allow for 100% 
leveraged loans with no deposit, collateral or 
security required for retail

investors and traders.

Ricch will enable new form of credit for the 
community known as:

 Invest Now Pay Late
 Profit First Pay Later

Ricches (Ricch Borrowers) will receive direct 
Crypto and Fiat in their accounts to buy Crypto, 
Tokens, Coins, Stocks and ETFs.

The Ricches will be able to stake and hold these 
until they profit and choose to repay loan amount. 
The interest rate on loans will be 5% flat rate per 
annum and repayment only when you profit.

F$%CK 9 - 5 jobs
F$%CK Employers
F$%CK Mortgages

The Ricches will be able to stake and hold these 
until they profit and choose to repay loan amount. 
The interest rate on loans will be 5% flat rate per 
annum and repayment only when you profit.

1. Think
2. Be
3. Get

Overview

WHAT!

Borrow, Invest, 
Trade & PROFIT
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Ricch platform offers real-time automated news 
and social media updates. Additionally, the 
platform provides the latest market data and the 
price point at which orders can be executed with a 
comprehensive list of providers. Finally, it 
facilitates an invest now pay later facility for 
building a wealth portfolio.

KeyFeatures

Smart Wallet
Consolidated portfolio view all your 
deposits, investment loans, positions and 
returns.

AI driven Simulation
DeliversAI driven simulation of your 
potential earnings, losses, assets and 
liabilities.

Practice
Apply your leanings to the marketplace 
by practicing on an intuitive platform.

Marketplace Comparison
Find and compare the best prices for 
Crypto, Coins, Tokens ETFs and Stocks in 
one place.

Credit & Lending
Invest Now Pay Later for first time 
investments and increased credit for pay 
on time customers.

Crypto Fiat Debit Card
Use debit card linked to your account.

Byte Sized News & Insights
Real-time market updates and tailored 
byte sized insights for better decisions.
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Unique 

Selling 

Proposition

Retail young investors from the Community have 
been unsupported for a long time.

Ricch is focused on:

 100% no deposit no collateral loan Crypto and 
Fiat in your accoun

 Track your positions easil
 Real-time updates and aggregated social media 

and news in one place

Partnerships

Ricch is targeting to launch its platform to 
market in Mar 2024 not before it launches the Ricch 
Token in Sep 2023 with exchange listing in Feb 2024

Ricch is partnering with the biggest Global 
liquidity and credit partners which will be 
disclosed upon platform launch in Mar 2024.

Ricch's partnership model ensures revenue and 
costs scale in line with growth. This sustainable 
approach means Ricch can focus on building and 
servicing the community through engagement, 
giveaways and making sure everyone profits.
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Investment and trading opportunities to create 
and sustain wealth is limited to savers and any 
credit is subjected to high interest rate charges 
via credit cards, payday loans and margin lending.

Young retail investors and traders currently 
don’t have access to credit for investing and 
trading purposes.

The current products on offer are:

 Credit cards attract 2% transaction fee plus 
APR up to 21%

 Margin Lending with 50% Loan to Value Ratio for 
holders of assets and cash

 Payday loans attract high interest rates up to 
of 1000%

 Personal loans have APR of 7% and not available 
t

 investors.

There main drawback with these offerings is the 
cost of borrowing often leading to losses rather 
than profitability.

The few lenders that offer loans to the 
Community are not favorable and available 
globally.

Additionally, there are no purpose-built credit 
products currently available for retail trader 
and investor today.

You can borrow to buy handbags, shoes, food, cars 
that go down in value but not Crypto, Stocks, ETFs! 

Go figure!!

Problem
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Ricch is launching the Ricch token that will be 
available for Presales purchase and Tier 1 major 
exchanges with the primary goal to raise Brand 
Awareness and Values (Manifesto), growing the 
Community.

In doing this Ricch will be fulfilling its promise of 
being community driven, delivering profits 
continuously and raising awareness of the Ricch 
manifesto

Marketing & 

Community 

Engagement

Press Release Publication
Presale token, brand awareness and 
timeline released monthly on 75+ news 
sites.

Paid Media & Influencer Marketing
Major YouTube influencers, Twitter posts 
and Tik Tok influencer videos.

Search Engine Optimisation
Paid traffic using crypto networks, 
Google, Yandex, Twitter to deliver traffic.

Marketplace Comparison
Find and compare the best prices for 
Crypto, Coins, Tokens ETFs and Stocks in 
one place.

Banner Ads & Button
Mobile and Desktop Banner Ads on major 
Crypto news sites.

Giveaway Promotions
Airdrops, Lottery and Live stream 
giveaways to the Community.

Community Management
Community engagement and support 
across Twitter, Discord and Telegram.
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Get ready for the pump because Rich is prepared, 
has agreements in place with partners so it can 
execute on the dates and deliver unimaginably 
huge returns for the

community!

Young retail investors and traders currently 
don’t have access to credit for investing and 
trading purposes.

Pump up!

Ricch Itch 
Sep to Dec 2023

Get Ricch
Jan 2024

Think Ricch
Feb to Apr 2024

Be Ricch
May 2024

Presales Token & Website Accelerated Hype Ad & 
Marketing

Ricch Community Beta 
Platform testing

Crypto and Fiat loans issued

Ricch Platform Desktop and 
Mobile App live

Mega Hype Ad & Marketing

Live Music events in 6 cities

Ricch branded clothing and 
sneakers given away to all

New Website launch

Partnership Disclosure

Corporate Structure 
Disclosure

Platform Licensing Disclosure

Brand Amabassador 
Announced

Brand Sponsorship 
announced

Dubai TOKEN 2049 Sponsor

Top Tier Exchange listing
Top Ad & Marketing 
Campaign

Community Growth & 
Support
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We love the Ricch manifesto which stands for F$%K 
the whales and the wealthy, we love Crypto and 
the Community. We know the dirty tricks of 
banking pricks. We are now going to use our 
expertise and bring in cheese!

Young, hungry, ambitious, talented, “f$%ck the 
establishment”, “Want my money now”, Top Boy, Bad 
Bicch.

Race, country, colour, sex, type no matter just so 
as you fit the above.

Ricchs

Ricches (You)

(Team)

Ricch As(h)s RRGhosht Rolling Stein

Ricchest RicchBooty

Trader

Former banker

Now bank hater

Tech CTO

Coin Expert

Strategy

Governance

CMO

SEO Guru

Ops
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Ricch token holders get access to a 
revolutionary platform that will democratize 
access to crypto for all.

Abstract

TOKEN NAME Ricch

TRADING NAME/SYMBOL Ricch

TRADING SYMBOL

DYNAMIC SUPPLY Additional issuances or burn

must be approved through

community poll

DESCRIPTION Ricch token holders get access to a 
revolutionary platform that will democratize 
access to crypto for all.

WEBSITE www.ricch.com

TOKEN SUPPLY $2,800,000,000.00

18 Decimal places

DISCOUNT REGIME 28 Oct to 08 Nov 23 – 30%

08 Nov to 08 Dec – 20%

08 Dec to 08 Jan 23 – 10%

08 Jan to 30 Jan 23 – 5%

https://www.ricch.com
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You should always consult your own advisors concerning the 
legal and tax implications in your country of origin and any 
other aspects regarding any outstanding matters related to 
how the Ricch platform is designed and operated, before 
deciding whether a purchase of Ricch Coin would be in line 
with their risk profile. 

Purchasing Ricch Coin involves risk and may lead to the loss 
of a substantial part or the entirety of the principal deposit.

Before purchasing Ricch Coin, assess and consider the risks 
identified in this whitepaper. 

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus and does 
not constitute as an offer of financial instruments and/or 
securities to the public or any offer in any way connected to a 
collective investment scheme. 

This whitepaper, the Ricch Coin and the use, holding and 
trading of the Ricch Coin carry no rights, whether express or 
implied, Ricch Coin do not represent or confer any ownership 
rights, shares, securities or equivalent rights, intellectual 
property rights or any other form of participation relating to 
the Issuer. This Whitepaper does not infer that the 
information it contains is accurate and complete subsequent 
to its date of publication or that any information supplied in 
connection with this whitepaper is completely accurate at 
any time subsequent to the date on which it is supplied.

Crypto assets are not regulated as financial instruments and 
there is no refund or compensation available from any 
regulatory bodies. Ricch Coin do not give the holder thereof 
any entitlement to acquire any such interest or entitlement in 
respect of the Issuer. Furthermore, the Issuer shall not be 
obliged in any way to return any investment made in virtue of 
this Whitepaper. Crypto assets can be subject to 
expropriation and/or theft. Computer hackers or other 
malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere 
with the Ricch Coin platform in several different ways. 
Because of the nature of blockchain transactions there may 
be no remedy if a successful attack by malicious actors was 
to take place against the Ethereum Chain that the Ricch 
platform is built on. There is a possibility that in the future, 
certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to crypto 
assets, blockchain technology or decentralised applications 
may be implemented that affect or restrict token holders’ 
acquisition, ownership rights, and ability to buy, sell, convert 
or use crypto assets such as the Ricch Coin. Notwithstanding 
anything contained herein to the contrary, you specifically 
acknowledge and agree that trading and/or transaction in/ 
with RICCH Tokens may be prohibited in certain jurisdictions 
including, without limitation, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND ITS TERRITORIES, CANADA, DEMOCRATIC 
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA (NORTH KOREA), CUBA, 
SYRIA, IRAN, SUDAN, CRIMEA REGION OF UKRAINE, 
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (“Excluded Jurisdictions”)

DISCLAIMER
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Below is a non-exhaustive list of risk factors that the 
Company considers to be significant in relation to the 
token’s trading and/or use. These risk considerations 
should be taken into consideration alongside all other 
information provided in the Whitepaper and participants 
are recommended to check with their professional 
advisers (including their financial, accounting, legal, tax, or 
technical advisers or experts). The risk of losing access to 
RICCH Tokens due to the loss of private key(s), a custodial 
error, or a participation error is as follows: A wallet is 
required for the acquisition, storage, and disposal of 
RICCH Tokens. The participant acknowledges that he or 
she is responsible for establishing the Wallet with a third-
party provider to retain RICCH Tokens and for taking 
acceptable security measures to protect the wallet. As a 
result, if the requisite private key(s) associated with the 
Wallet holding RICCH Tokens are lost, the RICCH Tokens 
and any other cryptocurrencies and/or tokens will be lost 
as well. Additionally, any third party that has access to 
such private key(s), including through the Participant’s 
Wallet’s login credentials, may be able to misappropriate 
the Participant’s RICCH Token. Any errors or malfunctions 
caused by or relating to the Wallet used by the Participant 
to receive and hold RICCH Tokens, including the 
Participant’s own failure to properly maintain or use such 
Wallet, or caused by the Participant’s choice of third-party 
provider for the Wallet, may also result in the loss of 
RICCH Tokens. Denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, 
spoofing, smurfing, virus attacks and any other similar 
events that could have an influence on RICCH Tokens and 
the services the Company may offer from time to time 
may be attempted by hackers or groups of hackers. The 
risk of security flaw in the Smart Contract, the Website, or 
the source code of the RICCH There is a possibility that 
the Smart Contract, the Website, or the RICCH Tokens 
may have inadvertent flaws or vulnerabilities in the source 
code, preventing users from using or losing RICCH 
Tokens. 

Updates and modifications may have unwanted or 
unforeseen consequences for RICCH Tokens. 
Exchanges may be subject to unclear governmental 
control, and the Company makes no representations or 
warranties about exchange service providers. Users, 
including the participant, may be subject to fraud and 
failure in connection with those exchanges. There is no 
guarantee that an active secondary market for RICCH 
Tokens will develop or continue to develop. Risk of 
uninsured losses: Unlike bank accounts or accounts with 
financial organisations, RICCH Tokens are not covered 
unless the participant buys private insurance particularly 
for that purpose. There is no public insurer for the loss of 
RICCH Tokens. Internet transmission risks: There are 
threats connected with the use of RICCH Tokens, 
including the failure of hardware, software, and Internet 
connections, as well as other technologies on which 
RICCH Tokens rely. These failures may cause 
communication breakdowns, mistakes, distortions, or 
delays when utilising RICCH Tokens or the Website.

The quotation of the RICCH Token can fluctuate 
presenting a challenge to model and estimate the future 
market behaviour even for seasoned cryptocurrency 
traders. Native cryptocurrencies associated with the 
internal working of the networks to which the RICCH 
Token is deployed are also subject to fluctuations that 
directly and indirectly could impact the token’s value in the 
market. The Participant must comprehensively 
acknowledge price fluctuation risks of the cryptocurrency 
market and that still cryptocurrencies are traditionally 
subject to these significant price fluctuations that are 
beyond the control of the Company and driven mostly by 
exterior or market forces. The Participant also recognises 
their RICCH Token value can go down as well as up and 
they could lose some or all their investment. The 
Participant acknowledges and accepts the inherent risks 
connected with RICCH Tokens, including, but not limited 
to, risks associated with money laundering, fraud, 
exploitation for criminal purposes and any other 
unanticipated dangers. If any of the risks described in the 
terms are unacceptable to the Participant and the 
Participant is unable to comprehend them, the Participant 
should refrain from acquiring, holding, or using RICCH 
Tokens.

BY AGREEING TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
AND PARTICIPATING IN THE RICCH PRESALE, YOU 
ARE WAIVING YOUR RIGHTS. YOU AGREE TO HAVE 
NO RECOURSE, CLAIM, ACTION, JUDGMENT, OR 
REMEDY AGAINST RICCH EYES. WE STRONGLY 
URGE YOU NOT TO PURCHASE ANY RICCH COIN IF 
YOU ARE UNCERTAIN ABOUT ANYTHING IN THIS 
WHITE PAPER OR IF YOU ARE NOT PREPARED TO 
LOSE 

RISKS


